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ABSTRACT

Ad-hoc Networks are multi-hop network in which there is no need of central administration. Each node in Ad-hoc networks act as router to send and receive data. A failure detector is an important building block when using ad-hoc network. In ad-hoc network the failed nodes are often indistinguishable from slow processes. Different classes of failure node detectors have been proposed to solve different kinds of problems. Unfortunately, ad-hoc devices are vulnerable to failure because of various factors, including physical damage due to deployment in harsh environmental conditions, limited energy, and malicious attacks. This paper presents the techniques for failure node detection. Further, this paper also provides the pros and cons of techniques.
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1. Introduction

There are two types of wireless networks: first is the infrastructure wireless networks and second one is infrastructure-less wireless networks. This paper is concern about infrastructure-less wireless networks, also called Ad-hoc Networks. In Ad-hoc network environment, for establishing a communication between a sender and corresponding receiver, all the intermediate nodes provide equal contribution for finding the route paths and helps to start a communication. Nodes are self-healing and self-configurable because of the topology of Ad-hoc networks changes periodically and nodes in the Ad-Hoc Networks is free to go away anywhere in the network. Ad-Hoc Networks does not contain any infrastructure so there is a bigger challenge to keep up Quality of Service (QOS) in the wireless background. Ad-Hoc networks are vulnerable to many kinds of attacks because of its dynamic nature. Detecting node failure is an important problem that has been widely studied. Recent attention has focused on determining failure when nodes are mobile. Detection of node failure requires additional messages to be sent across the network, which is costly in terms of energy consumption. Node failure detection in ad-hoc networks is very challenging because the network topology can be highly dynamic due to node movements. Once a node fails, it can no longer communicate with other nodes. The first work to address these properties of failure detectors was by Chandra and Toueg [1]. The authors showed why it is impossible for a failure detector algorithm to deterministically achieve both completeness and accuracy over an asynchronous unreliable network. R.Jin et al. [2], the author take a probabilistic approach and propose two node failure detection schemes that systematically combine localized monitoring, location estimation and node collaboration. R. Badonnel et al. [3] proposes a fault monitoring approach for ad-hoc networks which considers this constraint. This approach is based on an information theory measure suitable to the intermittence of ad-hoc nodes and capable to detect network failures by inference. M. Elhadeff at al. [4] introduce the concept of unreliable failure detectors and study how they can be used to solve Consensus in asynchronous systems with crash failures. Gupta at al. [5], the author assume a crash-recovery failure model, and a network model that is
N. Sridhar [6] present a local failure detector that can tolerate mobility and topology changes. This means that this failure detector can distinguish between a failed process and a process that has moved away from its original location. It also establishes an upper bound on the duration for which a process wrongly suspects a node that has moved away from its neighborhood. Liu and J. Payton [7] present two approaches to dynamically adapting a fault detection algorithm. The following approaches are used for detecting failed nodes in ad-hoc networks like: heartbeating architectures, pinging architectures, gossiping architectures, adaptive timeouts and leases.

1. Heartbeating architectures

Heartbeat protocols are widely used for failure detection in ad-hoc network [8,9]. In these protocols, a node periodically sends a heartbeat message (“I am alive”) to a detector node. If the time between consecutive heartbeat messages exceeds a timeout value, then the node is considered failed. Heartbeat architectures are used in many areas: system diagnosis, network protocols, reaching agreement, and fault detection in computer networks. Many variants of heartbeating architectures are found in the literature, depending on the network topology: centralized, all-to-all, ring-based, and cluster-based heartbeating.

A. Centralized heartbeating:

A centralized entity senses the arriving heartbeat messages. Each node periodically sends a heartbeat message to the centralized entity. A node is declared failed if the centralized entity does not hear from it for a defined timeout. This variant is simple to implement. It is often used in devices that control servers to ensure that they are running. When the devices miss a user-defined number of heartbeat intervals, they will reboot the servers. Unfortunately, the centralized entity presents a single point of failure and potential bottleneck when the network scales upwards. This architecture is not appropriate for MANETs since they are inherently fully decentralized.

B. All-to-all heartbeating:

Every node in the network periodically sends heartbeat messages to every other node [9]. If a node does not receive a heartbeat message from a node after a certain period, it declares that node failed. This variant demands a high bandwidth and consequently it does not scale well.

C. Ring-based heartbeating:

In this variant, the nodes are connected logically or physically in a ring. Each node sends a heartbeat message to its successor neighbor when it receives a heartbeat message from its previous neighbor. A node is determined failed if it does not receive a heartbeat message from its neighbor after a timeout. This variant was used in IBM SP-2 [10]. It presents a high detection delay and it is unpredictable for simultaneous multiple failures.

D. Cluster-based heartbeating:

In this variant, the network is partitioned in clusters. Each cluster is maintained by a cluster-head. Different heartbeat styles can be applicable inside clusters and between cluster-heads. For example, it can be all-to-all heartbeating inside clusters and...
ring-based between cluster-heads. Cluster-based heartbeating is a compromise between centralized heartbeating and all-to-all heartbeating. By nature, it is decentralized and can be easily made scalable. Moreover, it minimizes the system throughput. Studies of cluster-based failure detection issues for MANET applications are still largely lacking. The work done in [11] presents a cluster-based failure detection service (FDS) for applications that are made up of large and dense populations of lightweight system resources. Applications are built over ad-hoc wireless networks. The FDS exploits the message broadcasting in wireless networks to build a heartbeat failure-detection service. A cluster-head and the nodes in its range constitute a cluster. Nodes in the range of two clusters may act as gateways for inter-cluster failure forwarding. The heartbeat style is composed of three phases: heartbeat exchange, digest exchange and health-status-update diffusion. In the first phase, every node in the cluster broadcasts a heartbeat message to its cluster-head while the cluster-head broadcasts a heartbeat message to its members.
In the second phase, every node in a cluster sends the cluster-head a digest message, which enumerates the nodes that it heard in the first phase. The cluster-head broadcasts its own digest messages to its members. Finally, in the third phase, the cluster-head analyzes the information collected in the two previous phases, identifies the failed nodes according to a set of failure detection rules and then diffuses an update message to all the nodes. A cluster-formation algorithm ensures the election of cluster-heads and connectivity between the clusters. It does not support routing stability when nodes move. In fact, the current cluster-based heartbeating solution is designed for stationary hosts and does not address node mobility at all, which is critical for MANETs. Consequently, the clusters will disappear once the nodes move. The FDS will then give unpredictable results since it relies on clusters that may no longer be there.

2. Pinging architectures

In this approach, a node sends a ping message (“Are you alive?”) to another node. The receiving node replies with an acknowledgement message (“I am alive”). Two strategies are used for detecting failed nodes. A node is considered failed if it does not send an acknowledgement within a timeout or fails to respond to a defined number of ping messages. Pinging architectures are more vulnerable to message loss than heartbeating architectures because of their acknowledgement feature, which increases message loss.

A variant of pinging architectures, randomized pinging, is described in [5]. Each node randomly picks another node to ping. If there is no response, k other nodes are randomly chosen to ping the suspected node. If an acknowledgement is received by one of the k nodes, the acknowledgement is forwarded to the original node. If no acknowledgement is received by the original node, the suspected node is considered failed. This variant considerably decreases the bandwidth, but it presents a high detection delay.

3. Gossiping architectures

Gossiping architecture was presented for the first time in [12]. Subsequently, some new versions of gossiping architecture have been proposed [13]. In this architecture, each node in the network maintains a list of \(<M_i, H_i, T_{last}>\) such that \(M_i\) is the address of node \(i\), \(H_i\) is the heartbeat count and \(T_{last}\) is the last time of the heartbeat increase. Every \(T_{gossip}\) time, each node increments its heartbeat, selects a random target node (from its list) and sends to it a constant number of \(<M_i, H_i>\) entries. A node, upon receiving a gossip message, merges its list with the list received (taking the maximum of heartbeats). If the sum of \(T_{last}\) of \(M_i\) and a predefined \(T_{fail}\) is less than that of the current system time, then node \(M_i\) is considered as failed. These architectures are resilient against message loss but they use a large bandwidth because of message length.

4. Adaptive Timeouts

Each node \(p\) maintains an adaptive timeout for each neighboring process \(q\) [14]. If \(p\) suspects \(q\) wrongly after, say, time \(T\) and later hears from \(q\) after delay \(q\), then \(p\) updates the timeout period for \(q\) to be long enough so that this mistake is not repeated. The new \(T\) is now at least \(T + delay\). Each process thereby keeps extending timeouts until such a time when the timeouts are long enough to account for all forms of incidental delays.

5. Leases
In applications in which nodes sleep for most of the time (as with sensor nets) [15], none of the strategies listed above make sense. In this context, the roles could be reversed. Each process $x$ sends to each neighbor $y$ an “I am alive” message. In addition, $x$ also sends to $y$ a request for a lease for some duration $T$. Now, $x$ can go to sleep, and all it must do is wake up some time before $T$ expires and send a request for lease renewal to all its neighbors. This is the strategy we use in this paper to implement local failure detection.

6. Discussion

Pinging architectures are not appropriate for ad-hoc network because of their large bandwidth and high detection delay. Gossiping is interesting for ad-hoc network, but large messages are not suitable, especially in large-scale networks. Heartbeating can provide rapid failure detection, which is very important in ad-hoc network since messages pass through multi-hop nodes. Unfortunately, the existing cluster-based heartbeating solution for ad-hoc network applications is designed for stationary hosts. Heartbeating in general is more appropriate for ad-hoc network than the other approaches.

7. Conclusion

Soon, ad-hoc network applications will be in demand. The need for failure detection architecture is crucial, especially for real-time applications. Failure detection technology is used to detect survival state of nodes in ad-hoc network to support services running uninterrupted. However, failure detection will consume computing and communications resources of system, reducing the system's ability to supply service. When number of nodes is small, the load brought by failure detection is not obvious. With the increasing scale, detection time of the system extends and amount of detection message increases. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the load brought by failure detection. In future work we will investigate a real implementation of this failure detection architecture for real time applications.
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